All personalised
data protected
Wallpaper holograms for protection
of polycarbonate IDs and passports.

IQ proID FULLFACE solution
Minimizes the lead time
Have the master reels/sheets on stock, cut
it on demand to meet particular project
requirements.

Saves money
Simply use one design for various orders.

Is super-secure
Protect all data, avoid delamination.

„ Receive an order in the
evening and laminate
following morning.“
Petr Franc, CEO

Create various polycarbonate
documents using just one
design. Save time and money.

Key features
 edge-to-edge wallpaper
hologram
 one holographic design
suitable for ID as well as
passport sheet/reel layouts
 perfect adhesion provided
by microperforations
(no adhesive)

„What a safe and
wonderful world.“
Robert Dvořák, Business
Development Director

Protect all personalised data
on your polycarbonate documents
using fullface holograms.
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The IQ proID FULLFACE belongs
to the IQ proID product family.

Connecting the
identity documents
Sophisticated holograms in harmony with
printed elements for polycarbonate documents
Government Security
Awards 2019
Anti-Counterfeit
Protection
IQ proID

Combination of holographic
and printed patterns

Transparent
and metallic materials

Apply a single approach to holographic
and security printing protection.
Combine holograms and printed
patterns.

Feel free to require any combination
of metallic and transparent holograms.

Protect security
elements against removal
Tamper-evident IQ proID holograms
disintegrate into thousands of tiny
parts with any manipulation attempt.

Provide the protection with decades
of permanency
Use the ageing resistant solution to ensure
full brilliance during the entire lifecycle of the
card. Ageing resistance can be guaranteed
because no heterogenous adhesive is applied.

IQ Structures develops specific security nanostructures that protect against counterfeiting. The
company is backed by its origination centre that has been repeatedly awarded the 2018 and 2019
Excellence in Holography Award, held by the International Hologram Manufacturers Association,
in the main category Best Origination. IQ proID was also recognised the best product of the
category Anti-Counterfeit Protection at Government Security Awards (USA) in 2019.
www.iqstructures.com

Contact Robert Dvořák
Security Division
Business Development Director
+420 602 128 178
robert.dvorak@iqstructures.cz

www.iqproid.com
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